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1 message

Jessica Gilman <jessica.bologna@gmail.com> Mon, May 6, 2024 at 3:51 PM
To: cesbac@capeelizabethschools.org
Cc: Matthew Gilman <matthew.gilman@gmail.com>

Dear SBAC,

Our names are Jessica and Matt Gilman and we live in the Shore Acres neighborhood.  We have twins in
kindergarten at Pond Cove.

Thank you so much for the tireless work you’ve put into the school project.  As you meet this week to decide on which
proposal to push forward, we strongly encourage you to pick Concept E for many reasons, such as:

Concept E is the most financially responsible choice with the longest term perspective.
Concept E sets the town on the path of creating a master plan, something that will benefit residents today 
and far into the future. 
Concept E has the least amount of student disruption, which we believe is of the utmost importance. 
The cost difference between C and E is minimal, but with E we get a chance to 'restart the clock' through a 
new school.
Concept E creates a safe, long-term solution for the issues that have plagued Cape Elizabeth for more than 
3 decades.
The survey data clearly shows that there is wide-range support for Concept E – and movement from those 
who voted ‘no’ at the last referendum to vote ‘yes’ in November. In short, Concept E can and will pass a 
public vote!

Thank you for your time, hard work and attention.

Best,
Jessica + Matt Gilman
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